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if youre into using the mixing console then theres a really easy
way to add the features of the harp tire to your existing grand
cimbalom, called the harp tire https://www.voicetempo.com/pr

oducts/technique-series/4-final-technique/the-thor/ theres a
separate package for the cimbalom, percussion/guitar and

percussion/keys, and each of these have a solo option so you
can put each part through an individual channel. the idea is to
use the harp tire solo and also enable the cimbalom and keys
to operate in unison, effectively making it a two part kontakt

instrument. one you can solo, and the other is able to be used
in tandem on a single track in the mix. sound is generated

using an arpeggiator and an expression based
chorus/transition. the arpeggiator gives you a choice of

arpeggiator patterns and step sizes, while the chorus gives you
adjustable resonance depth and decay time. you can also use

the arpeggiator and chorus to create a percussive, varied,
expressive texture which alludes to the sound of live drums

but with the advantage of being able to reuse it on a track as
and when required. it is also great as a textural element;

doubling pianos and other tuned percussion instruments, it's
particularly interesting in unison with pizzicato passages. a

fantastic new colour for your palette and with this level of deep
sampling, something that can sit proud and exposed in your
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mixes and honestly and realistically express the emotion of
your composition. technically part of the zither family, the
cimbalom is a long hammered dulcimer found throughout
central-eastern europe from switzerland to hungary. the

instruments metal strings, stretched over atrapezoidal sound
board with three or four strings per note, are struck with

beaters to produce a beautifully resonant, deep sustaining
twang with a slightly chorused effect reminiscent of an electric

12-string.
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